SPARK000.00
DISTINCTION: By integrating Specific Practical Applications of Radical Knowledge
into your five bodies you change your relationship with the Universe.
NOTES: S.P.A.R.K. stands for Specific Practical Applications of Radical Knowledge.
S.P.A.R.K.s are written by Clinton Callahan and are copyleft (Creative Commons
Attribute and Share Alike 4.0 International License). This means that S.P.A.R.K.s
cannot be copyrighted by anybody. S.P.A.R.K.s are open code thoughtware. They
are being shared around the world for free by General Memetics and numerous other
teams to upgrade Standard Human Intelligence Thoughtware as a way for human
beings to grow up, co-intelligently co-habit Earth, and co-create a brighter future
together. S.P.A.R.K.s are tools for building bridges to next culture, the culture that
comes after matriarchy and patriarchy, the culture called archearchy.
Radical Knowledge is clear, powerful distinctions, formulated into a meme.
Memes are comparable to genes in that genes are the smallest instructions for the
design of your physical body, and memes are the smallest instructions for the design
of your intellectual body, your mind, your worldview… your Box.
If you get the idea that memes are comparable to genes, then this piece of Radical
Knowledge - the meme about memes - has entered and reshaped your worldview.
You just gained a new tool to think with. If you are sensitive to what it feels like when
your mind reorders, you will have noticed this meme about memes reshaping your
thoughtware.
Possibility Management distinguishes and works with five separate but connected
bodies: the physical body, the intellectual body, the emotional body, the energetic
body, and the archetypal body. Having your intellectual body reshaped by
understanding a new meme is not necessarily enough to change your relationship
with the Universe. It won’t guarantee you new results. Achieving the Ah-hah! moment
goal of understanding is merely third prize. First prize is when a S.P.A.R.K. lands in
and reorders all five of your bodies. This is when your shape changes. The way to
integrate Specific Practical Applications of Radical Knowledge into your five bodies is
through re-defining your self-image to include being an experimenter, and from then
on playfully experimenting with your new thoughtware.
This is why S.P.A.R.K.s include a DISTINCTION, some explanatory NOTES, and a
few EXPERIMENTS to try. Without doing the experiments, the new memes won’t
practically integrate into your five bodies and your life.
The Universe is all around you, interacting with you according to the shape of your
five bodies. By changing the shape of several of your five bodies you force the
Universe to flow around you differently. When the Universe flows around you
differently your circumstances spontaneously reorder. This is a powerful secret for
creating new possibilities and new results in your life by changing your inside rather
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than trying to change your outside. By changing your shape you offer the Universe,
and its local subordinates at ECCO (Earth Coincidence Control Office) new potentials
to use. Being suddenly and unexpectedly transferred into new life circumstances is
High Level Fun! Here are some experiments to try to get you started.
EXPERIMENTS: S.P.A.R.K. EXPERIMENTS are part of a massively-multiplayer
online-and-offline personal-transformation game called StartOver.xyz. By reading a
S.P.A.R.K. you earn yourself 1 Matrix Point. By doing any of the S.P.A.R.K.
EXPERIMENTS you earn 1 additional Matrix Point. There is a radical difference
between reading an EXPERIMENT and doing an EXPERIMENT, and ECCO knows
the difference… Each S.P.A.R.K. and S.P.A.R.K. EXPERIMENT has its own unique
Matrix Code, so that (when the programming is ready) you can register your Matrix
Points online at the game platform. The theory is that when we collectively earn
1,000,000 Matrix Points something radically positive will emerge in the human
morphogenetic field and the status quo on Earth will change for the better!
Matrix grows when distinctions land in your energetic body to catch and apply more
consciousness in your daily life. You can build matrix in numerous ways, each of
them a little uncomfortable, each of them exposing you to the positive stress of
awareness-expansion. For example, you can build matrix by traveling on foot in
foreign lands, by meditating in the tombs of saints, by accepting and eating whatever
the waiter brings you at a restaurant without complaint, by holding and navigating
sacred spaces, by caring for babies, by not smiling all the time, by paying attention to
your attention and becoming aware of what you are aware of, by staying unhookable
– even with your mother, etc. There are millions of ways to build matrix, each way an
experiment. Here are four EXPERIMENTS with Matrix Codes for SPARK000.00:
SPARK000.01 Read this SPARK000 out loud to one other person (not a child). Try to
read it into their physical body so that the various distinctions land in their Being, not
into their mind. At the end, ask them what they think about it. Listen to them without
speaking for at least 3 minutes even when they don’t say anything.
SPARK000.02 Read this SPARK000 out loud at your Discussion Group, Possibility
Team, or some other meeting. Ask other people to explain the various distinctions as
you are reading along. See if these people relate to each other differently afterwards.
SPARK000.03 Email this SPARK000 to 10 people who might like to change their
circumstances by changing their relationship to the Universe. This is to not keep
these ideas a secret only for yourself. If enough people make building matrix more
important in their lives we might just create a better world!
SPARK000.04 Get yourself a Beep! Book, a small notebook to carry with you and
use while doing S.P.A.R.K experiments. For the first entry, spend 5 minutes writing
down what you are aware that you are aware of inside of yourself in that moment.
Welcome to S.P.A.R.K.s,
Clinton
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